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This walk around the village of Alte lets you discover the life and works of the poet 

Cândido Guerreiro. The route passes the house where the poet was born and spent 

his childhood, as well as places that inspired his poetry. You will learn about the loves 

and landmark events of his life, whilst reading some of his poems.

Stopping Points:
1. Fonte Grande (The Big Fountain)

2. Fonte Pequena (The Small Fountain)

3. Rua dos Pisadoiros

4. Cândido Guerreiro’s house

5. Igreja da Nossa Senhora da Assunção (Church of our Lady of the Assumption) 

6. Polo museológico Cândido Guerreiro e Condes de Alte (Cândido Guerreiro and 

the Counts of Alte Museum)

7. Cemetery

This walk is centred around the life and works of Francisco Xavier de Cândido 

Guerreiro (3 December 1871 - 11 April 1953). It takes you around Alte, a village 

nestling in the Algarvian hills, where the poet was born and which he loved, and 

to which he was eventually returned after his death. The route has seven points 

of interest where you can stop and contemplate the life and the words of a man 
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chimneys, the narrow, cobbled streets and, surely, to the fact that in 1938, Alte took 

part in the Most Portuguese Village competition, promoted by Salazar’s New State 

regime (although the title actually went to the village of Monsanto).

Our walk begins at the FONTE GRANDE (Big Fountain), whose springs feed the 

Alte waterway, for it was to the sound of these waters that Cândido wrote his first 

verses. It was the poet himself who revealed this fact in the poem: “From my humble 

student room […] I see the Big Fountain, the beautiful place / Where I composed 

my first verses”. It is also through this poem that Cândido Guerreiro confesses that 

Alte and the Algarve are always present in his thoughts and his poetry, even when 

he finds himself far from home – as was the case when he was studying in the 

University of Coimbra. His love for his village and his homeland always went with 

him.

Indeed, the springs, the village stream and the hills around it are recurring motifs in 

his poems, generally associated with the figure of God as creator of all the marvels 

he sees in the Algarve.

And so we begin by discovering a little about the life of this man, who was such a 

unique and charismatic figure.

Biographical notes

Cândido Guerreiro was born in Alte on 3 December 1871, the first son of José 

Cândido Guerreiro da Franca and Carlota Augusta Landeiro Guerreiro. He was 

baptized in the parish church of the village:  Our Lady of the Assumption – Igreja da 

Nossa Senhora da Assunção (stopping point 5 of this route). 

In 1880, when the poet was still at primary school, the family moved to Estoi (a 

village some 40 kilometres away) when his father was appointed Justice of the Peace 

who was surely one of the best early C20th writers of the Algarve, despite the sad 

absence of his works in the schools and bookshops of Portugal.

Whatever brought you to the Algarve – be it sun, sea, nature or culture – we hope 

you might find the time to immerse yourself in the literature and the life of a man 

who loved the Algarve deeply and took his inspiration from it.

1. Fonte Grande (The Big Fountain)
From my humble student room
I gaze at the fields of Coimbra ... However,
In a strange lightning-flash of nostalgia,
I perceive yet another more distant landscape ...

Such a haunting reminiscence! Magnificent,
Marvellous, in a dazzle,
My fantastic country radiates
The glorious pomp of the Levant!
 
And I see the Big  Fountain, the beautiful place
Where I composed  my first verses
And of which people recount innocent tales.
 
January. The almond trees are  blossoming ...
From the mountain to the sea a diffuse flow of
Dreams and brides. Moonlight and foamy lace ...

Alte is a parish of the county of Loulé, in the district of Faro, and is considered by 

many to be the most typical and most picturesque village of the Algarve. These 

epithets are no doubt due to the characteristic, pretty white Algarvian houses, the 
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a degree in Law, and wrote poems such as the one you have read at the beginning of 

this route.

During the years that he lived in Coimbra, he met Margarida de Sousa Costa, from 

Oporto, whom he married in 1909 and to whom he dedicated some passionate 

poems.  

After the wedding, the couple returned to the Algarve and it is said that on his arrival 

in Alte the villagers received him with a feast and with the philharmonic band, in 

honour of the first university graduate of the village.

At this time, Cândido Guerreiro went back to live in Loulé where, in 1910, he was 

nominated the County Notary and so began his political career. In 1912-13, 1918 and 

1919-22 he was President of the Administrative Commission and Administrator of 

Loulé County. As a staunch Republican, during his first term of office he added many 

Republican references to the names of streets and squares. Over the three terms of 

office, he completed some essential infrastructural projects that enabled the town 

of Loulé to progress, such as the construction of the Avenida José da Costa Mealha 

(Loulé’s central avenue), as well as the installation of electric lighting.

It was in this town that his two sons were born: Othman Guerreiro da Franca and 

Agar Guerreiro da Franca.

Cândido Guerreiro’s fascination for Arabic culture made him a poet with a “Southern 

heart”, as a journalist for the Diário Illustrado wrote on 15 March 1898.  It was indeed 

often the case that his poetry reflected a meeting of Arab and Christian cultures, 

as can be seen for example in the poem “De Bordo [From Aboard]” (1930): “On the 

terraces geraniums are aglow/ And the Algarve’s a beauteous minaret/ Looking over 

the fairest of the Mediterraneans…” 

there. It is said that the trees in the gardens of the Palace of Estoi inspired some of 

his poems. Cândido Guerreiro began his secondary school studies in São Brás de 

Alportel, before going on to study at school in Faro. Then, in 1889, at the suggestion 

of his parents, he enrolled at the São José Diocesan Seminary, also in Faro.

In 1891, Cândido Guerreiro’s father died and the poet returned to Alte to help 

his mother, aunt and grandmother. He left the Seminary without completing his 

studies, for in this phase of his life he had to start working out of necessity. So, 

in 1892, he moved to Loulé where he believed it would be easier to find work. In 

fact, during his time in Loulé, he worked several jobs: he wrote for Algarvian and 

Alentejano newspapers, he was scribe to the Justice of the Peace in Estoi, he was a 

correspondent for several commercial enterprises, he gave private lessons in French 

and he also taught some of the poorest people to read.

When he was still studying at the Seminary, in 1889, he had met and fallen in love 

with Maria Veleda. This was in fact a pseudonym of Maria Carolina Frederico Crispim 

(1871-1955), who was a teacher, journalist, Republican and free-thinker from Faro, 

and who was a pioneer in the struggle for education for all children and for women’s 

rights.

In 1899, the poet went to Beja to direct the Casa Pia children’s home. At that time, 

Maria Veleda was teaching in Odivelas, Ferreira do Alentejo, where their son was 

born: Cândido Xavier Guerreiro da Franca. However, the couple were never married; 

Maria was convinced that her love was not fully returned.

The following year, Cândido Guerreiro returned to Faro, where he worked as a tax 

collector. At the same time, and at the suggestion of fellow Algarvian poet João 

Lúcio (1880-1918), he completed his secondary schooling and in 1902, at the age of 

thirty, he enrolled as a working-student at the University of Coimbra, where he took 
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FROM ABOARD
 
Algarve’s shores! Along its coves
Cacti glow and watchtowers loom…
The hilltops, with their hamlets
resembling white turbans, wave at the sea…
 
And risen against the fury of the north winds,
Monchique and São Miguel, the two colossi,
Keep a constant watchful eye
On this garden of enchanted Mooresses…
 
In bronze and sinople tinged, the Rock of Alte
Carves out of the blue fields – against a glazed sky –
The heraldic contour of a helmet…
 
On the terraces geraniums are aglow
And the Algarve’s a beauteous minaret
Looking over the fairest of the Mediterraneans...

In 1923, he accepted the office of Notary in Faro, where he continued until 1941. 

In Faro, he lived in the Alto de Santo António, where he often received high school 

pupils, who called him ‘the poet’. Among them was the young writer Teresa Rita 

Lopes (born in 1937), who shared the poems she wrote with him and accepted his 

advice on how to improve them.

In fact, during this stage of his life, he had the statute of Town Poet, and was a 

frequent visitor of the well-known meeting places Ginásio Clube de Faro and the 

Café Aliança.

The place we find ourselves at now – the Fonte Grande (Big Fountain), as well as the 

next stopping point of our route – the FONTE PEQUENA (Small Fountain) – were, 
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The central feature of the SMALL FOUNTAIN is the memorial to Cândido Guerreiro. In 

these gardens, there are several panels of azulejos (ceramic tiles) with his poems to 

welcome visitors the year round, but particularly in the long summer afternoons and 

evenings.

At this point in our walk, we can also see a portrait of the poet on one of the tiled 

murals. He is shown with a long beard, a hat and a distinct aristocratic air. 

In this peaceful place, perfect for reflective silence, we invite you to read some of his 

poems (you can access the translation of the other poems using the QR Code or at 

www.museudeloule.pt).

This is also the perfect spot for describing the Algarve region, particularly if you are 

visiting for the first time, for the poetry of Cândido Guerreiro will inevitably lead you 

to a better understanding and appreciation of the Algarvian identity. So here is a 

(necessarily) brief introduction to our region:

The Algarve is sub-divided into the Serra (highest hills of the Algarve), where we find 

ourselves in Alte, the Barrocal (lowlands between the hills and the sea, also known as 

the limestone area of the Algarve), where the regional agriculture is predominantly 

found, and the Litoral (coastal belt), where the main urban centres are. 

In the 20th century, particularly from the 1960s onwards, the Algarve became the 

main tourist destination of Portugal due to its natural resources: the sun, the sea and 

the beaches which are doubtless some of the best in the land. The natural attractions 

have been combined with cultural attractions over the past few years as a result of 

the efforts of the town councils and the various associations linked to culture and 

local development. But almost everything about local Algarvian history has still to 

be unveiled, which is one of the main reasons we invite you to discover more about 

this fascinating area.

2. Fonte Pequena (The Small Fountain)
Cândido Guerreiro understood the particularities and contrasts of the Algarvian 

landscape - the hills, the lowlands and the coast - which give this region such a 

distinctive identity and he knew how to reflect this in his poetry. The sonnet chosen 

to mark this stopping point on our route shows this perfectly:

Because I was born near four hills,
Through which the waters run singing
The songs of mills and bridges,
The waters taught me how to talk...
 
I know your language, spring waters...
You can talk to me, waters of the sea...
And I hear, in the afternoon, the far horizons
Weeping a singular longing...
 
And because I understand those sorrows well,
And I understand the intimate secrets
Of the voice of the sea or the silent rock,
 
I am a brother of light, air, water...
I am a brother of steep cliffs,
And I feel that I am God, because God is everything!...

during the ditactorship of Salazar (1933-1974) and particularly during the 1950s, the 

venues for village gatherings which still happen even today.

The Big Fountain is also the place where walkers arrive having completed sector 7 

of the Via Algarviana, which goes from Salir to Alte (16.2km). The Via Algarviana is a 

walking route of around 300km, which meanders through the heart of the Algarvian 

hinterland from the Guadiana River (in Alcoutim) to the Atlantic Ocean (Cape of St. 

Vincent).
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The words of the poet capture the daily lives of the villagers and their work on the 

land. Although the esparto grass isn’t mentioned in this poem, it is worth noting that 

it was in this street (RUA DOS PISADOIROS) that, as testified by the words of Hélder 

Raimundo, a lecturer at the University of the Algarve, “for a long time, the sound of 

the girls treading the esparto grass echoed [...]. The esparto was soaked in the river 

and dried on its banks, and then trodden for hours on end in the streets and squares 

of the village, and especially in the Rua dos Pisadoiros […]. At night, the women 

twisted it in their calloused hands, into delicate, fine strips. The results of their 

labours would later be traded by the owners of the esparto, in Benafim and Loulé, as 

functional objects of our daily life:  ropes, string bags, baskets, rugs...”.

As for village life, we know that until the mid-twentieth century, the inhabitants 

of Alte were mainly agricultural workers or craftspeople (blacksmiths, cobblers, 

barbers, tailors, among others). The strong presence of agricultural work is scattered 

through the verses of Cândido Guerreiro, along with references to the olive and 

almond groves. However, it is the esparto grass that stands out because it was of 

such huge economic importance for the village. From this plant, which grows in such 

abundance in the Algarve, ropes, rugs and many other objects were made and sold 

all over Portugal, Spain and even in the north of Europe.

We now leave the Rua dos Pisadoiros, and turn left into the Travessa dos Pisadoiros, 

by the mural depicting esparto grass, and go back towards the Rua Cândido 

Guerreiro, where we will find the house in which the poet lived.

Let’s leave the Small Fountain and carry on, bearing a little to the right, towards to 

the Rua Cândido Guerreiro (Cândido Guerreiro Street), where we will see the façade 

of the POET’S HOUSE. But before entering this street, take a look at the Chapel of 

St. Luís (15th century), on your left. Halfway along the Rua Cândido Guerreiro, we 

suggest making a small detour to the right along the Rua dos Pisadoiros. At the end 

of this street, you can see a mural on the right-hand side, showing a woman working 

with esparto grass.

3. Rua dos Pisadoiros
This street gives us a glimpse of the economic and social identity of Alte, something 

which didn’t escape the watchful eye of Cândido Guerreiro, as we can see in his 

poem “Rustic Landscape”:

RUSTIC LANDSCAPE

Tremulous foam fringes unfold
from the ruined dam.  A brunette,
Gentle and young, washes in the river
A woman with rolled up sleeves.

A farmer, on the overlooking ground.
Fence of agaves and ditches,
Speaks loudly to the oxen and bows to the plough:
The son, behind, spreads the sowing seeds.

Bleach, to dry, linen clothes,
And on the next slope glows
A hoe to dig. In pack go the

Peewits, and a boy, on the way,
Mischievous, peeks the naked arms
Of the washerwoman, working, singing...
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Stopping Points:
1. Fonte Grande (The Big Fountain)

2. Fonte Pequena (The Small Fountain)

3. Rua dos Pisadoiros

4. Cândido Guerreiro’s house

5. Church of Our Lady of the Assumption

6. Cândido Guerreiro and the Counts of Alte Museum

7. Cemetery
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5. Parish Church of Our Lady of the 
Assumption (Igreja de Nossa Senhora da Assunção)
(OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY, 10.OO-13.00; 14.00-17.00; MASS ON SUNDAYS AT 12.00; CLOSED SATURDAYS) 

My village perches high on the slopes
Of a fair mountain where the olive grove
Unveils its hamlets as white
As doves in a dovecote…
 
Oh deep and tragic ravines,
Oh green canes, white almond grove,
Oh creek whose waters foam
Like a frightful untamed beast;
 
In your midst, oh rough nature,
Oh blessed village of mine, I live
In such peace, in such health,
 
 In such light. In such love and calm,
That I feel like a primeval man,
A saintly soul in a digger’s body…

Alte developed around the CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF THE ASSUMPTION, the most 

important monument of the village, which got a mention in the Portuguese Nobel 

Prize of Literature winner José Saramago’s Viagem a Portugal (Journey to Portugal), 

which tells us that although “the Manueline, as is generally the case, hardly supports 

the tile applications, however much they try to obey the peculiar distribution of the 

volumes in an architectural style which is, after all, Gothic […] fool is he who does 

not come to Alte” to visit this church, because “he will miss the maverick eighteenth-

century musician angels, and those with baskets of flowers on their head, and 

the very rare tiles of the Chapel of Our Lady of Lourdes, and these yes, because of 

different spirit, are harmonious with the immediate architectural surroundings”.

4. The house of Cândido Guerreiro

3 - XII - 1871 

Louder than the rumour of the great flood
Carried by the brook, it was the wailing
And the charge of windy legions
Across the hamlet’s dismal backstreets...

It was a December evening, at half past eleven,
When it happened ... At that moment
An ominous bird flew into the house
And with a wingbeat put out the candles.

The wind blew stronger at the gates,
And upon the bed (so  my mother told me),
Dead raindrops fell from the  roof tiles…

Thus  to this world I came so ill-fated...
During the afternoon a furious tempest broke;
And that same evening another wretched soul was born...

Nearby, at the end of the street, is the Church of Our Lady of the Assumption, where 

the poet was baptized on 16 December 1871.

At this stopping point, you can take a look at the outside of the house where the 

poet was born and imagine how his childhood was in this village.

He wrote about his birth in the following poem, entitled “3-XII-1871”, in which there 

is at the same time a tone of sinister foreboding and an admiration for the force and 

intensity of natural elements such as the waters of the springs, the wind, the storm – 

or, perhaps, merely an ironic sense of humour!
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Upon leaving the church, you should turn left and into the Rua Condes de Alte, and 

then to Rua do Prior, where you will find the signpost for the MUSEUM OF CÂNDIDO 

GUERREIRO AND THE COUNTS OF ALTE, a building of contemporary architectural 

style.

6. Cândido Guerreiro and the Counts of Alte 
Museum
(OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY, 9.00 – 17.00; CLOSED WEEKENDS AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS) 

Passing by some of the places that marked the life of the poet has surely awakened 

an interest in getting better acquainted with him. This small museum will show 

you more about his daily life – you can see some of the mundane objects that 

accompanied him, such as his glasses, his wallet - and, above all, you will be able 

to see some of his original hand-written poems. This collection reveals some of the 

secrets of his life, along with the letters and photographs which bear witness to 

the friendships he fostered with various figures of Portuguese culture and history, 

including Guerra Junqueiro, Manuel Teixeira Gomes, Emiliano da Costa, Júlio Dantas, 

António Botto, Aristides de Sousa Mendes and Manuel de Arriaga.

Two poems stand out in the exhibition. The first is called “Ballad” and was written 

at the request of the final year Law students at Coimbra. It captures perfectly the 

feelings of a student about to conclude this stage of his life. 

The entrance to the church is via a side door, on the right-hand side. Tours are 

available.

The church was originally a chapel, dedicated to Our Lady of the Assumption, 

and built in the 13th century by order of Dona Bona, a wealthy feudal Lady of the 

Algarve, in thanks for the safe return of her husband – the 2nd Lord of Alte – from 

the Crusades.

There have been many alterations and additions over the centuries. Nowadays, 

inside the church the most noteworthy feature is the main chapel which is 

Manueline (late-gothic) in style. The most usual motifs of this style were developed 

during the reign of the King Dom Manuel (1495-1521), and include the armillary 

sphere, a symbol of royal power, and elements such as shells, corals, ropes, algae, 

imaginary and exotic creatures, inspired by the maritime era of the Portuguese 

Discoveries.

The side altars are baroque in style. The one to the left of the baptismal font 

shows a singular image of the Baby Jesus with his mother, the Virgin Mary, and his 

grandmother, St. Anne.

It was here, at the door of the church, that a curious incident occurred: João de Deus 

- a journalist and Editor of the Aldeão newspaper from Alte (and not the celebrated 

poet and pedagogue who was born in nearby Messines) attacked Cândido Guerreiro 

with a knife, because the poet had ordered the arrest of the journalist after he had 

published a ferocious critique of Cândido Guerreiro’s municipal politics – particularly, 

it is thought, regarding the construction of the road to Alte. The poet escaped 

unharmed and it is said that João de Deus fled to Brazil, although another version 

has it that the episode ended with the journalist writing a letter of apology on 12 

November 1913, begging the pardon of the County administrator.
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You hardly imagine, sweet Maria,
What your smile makes me feel!
It is as if paradise descends,
In a stormy night, to the mountains!

Nor could I, even distantly,
Give you an idea of what I feel in my soul,
Even if genius was in the palm of my hand,
Even if Dante were resurrected in me...

Your smile, like a tender kiss,
That the sun sends to every grave,
Come down to my soul - deep dark night -
And  change  Winter into Spring!

How could I fail to love you,
If you, smiling and undoing your long braid,
Are you the radiant image of Hope,
The incarnation of the ideal of Art?

Pale virgin of heavenly smile,
There is no such mermaid in the seas,
Rose that the sky made appear in the village,
Oh white rose, my wild rose!

(EXCERPT FROM BALLAD) 

Coimbra’s moonlight, snow lilies
That the sky sheds, by night,
Silver rain, light tilts,
Softly tilts on the guitars ...

Sacred poplars, which in golden tears
When listening to October, lose your leaves,
How much longing is there in this cry,
That the departed will never return ...

Afar capes blow in the wind ...
Songs die there, longing already!
Blossom, oh dreams, still a moment
In this sunset of youth!

The other poem worth noting in this collection is called “Petals”, and was written at 

the request of some of the citizens of Loulé, to be read by a child, to mark the visit 

of Queen Dona Amélia to the Algarve in 1897. It is basically an intense tribute to the 

Queen.

Sonnets dedicated to female figures are abundant in the work of Cândido Guerreiro. 

The sonnet below is dedicated to Maria, although it cannot be ascertained whether 

this was Maria Veleda or another Maria. In effect, there are many women’s names in 

his poetry: Catarina, Madalena, Francisca, Raquel and Virgínia all appear.
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7. Cemetery
(OPEN DAILY, 8.00-17.00)

Cândido Guerreio died on 11 April 1953, in Lisbon, and was buried in Faro. If his 

arrival in the world, as we saw in his poem “3-XII-1871”, was on a stormy winter’s 

night, his departure was in spring. His body was transferred to the CEMETERY OF 

ALTE on 4 December 2000.

If you go about halfway along the central path of the cemetery to the first row of 

family vaults facing the entrance, you will see on your far left, next to the wall, a 

grave with a black tombstone, upon which the figure of Cândido Guerreiro rises to 

look over the cemetery wall towards the hills and the village.

The MUSEUM also houses the Alte Tourist Office, where visitors can obtain more 

detailed information about the village and the municipality of Loulé, as well as 

suggestions for further leisure activities.

We suggest that on leaving the museum you turn right and, in the Largo José da 

Graça, you will see the building that used to be the guesthouse where Cândido 

Guerreiro stayed whenever he visited Alte later in life after the death of his close 

family members.

To continue with this walk, you should turn back towards the Church of Our Lady 

of the Assumption. Before arriving back at the church, however, turn left towards 

the Largo José Cavaco Vieira. You will pass the village market, where you can buy 

or browse some local products. A little further on, to your left, you will find a statue 

to one of the figures who marked the history of Alte: José Cavaco Vieira, who was 

President of the Junta (Parish Council) of Alte between 1936 and 1975, Justice of the 

Peace (like Cândido Guerreiro’s father), founder of the Friends of Alte group, the Casa 

do Povo (People’s House) and the Music Academy, and President of the Folkloric 

Group of Alte for half a century.

Continue walking until you get to a roundabout, from which you will see the village 

cemetery.
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JOURNEy
To Cândido Guerreiro

Go!
Follow your course without stopping
What do you care about the world?
Heaven is enough for you
And the sea
Go!
Because after so much walking
You can still gird the Infinite
In the expanse of its cry.
Go!
Take off your cloak of majesty
And power
Be poor like the cicadas
And cheerful as the poppies.
Go!
Without crying or suffering
Go!
What do you care about the cadence of moments?
And the time you spent
Go!
Along the paths you followed before
And that life erased.
Go!
Hold in your hands
Your scattered songs.
Go!
And call to sun, the sea, and the earth thy brethren
For they are of the same flesh as your verses.

(Ary dos Santos)

ThIS LAND OF MINE
 
This land of mine rocked by waves,
Fair country of enchanted Mooresses ,
Where love weaves legends and fairies
Dance in circles in moonlit castles…

Oh, Algarve of mine, keep me hidden…
Let dawns dispel the shadows of death!
I shall dream of enchanted Mooresses,
If by the waves my sleep is cradled …

When the sun rises from behind the hilltops,
It will always be the sun of my own country
Impregnating the dirt that fills my grave…

Close to my people, in my beloved village,
Death will be almost a delight,
Death will almost resemble life…

It is hard to find words to express the serenity one feels in front of the tomb of 

Cândido Guerreiro: it is a silent place where you can feel the eternal love between 

the poet and his village.  Notice how the tomb does not have the dates of his birth 

nor his death – this absence seems not to be accidental, for it marks his continual 

presence in Alte, as suggested in the poem:

During his life, Cândido Guerreio secured the friendship and admiration of many 

other Portuguese writers and artists. The poem by Ary dos Santos (1937-1984) 

presented below is a fitting tribute to this friendship, admiration and respect.
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Useful information:
Average length of the walk (including stops): two hours

Distance: 1.5km.

Level of difficulty: easy.

Tourist Office (located in the Museum):

9.00-17.00; closed weekends and public holidays. 

Below, please find some suggestions of other things to see and do in and around 

Alte.

Places of natural interest:
• Queda do Vigário (waterfall) (approx. 5 minutes’ walk from the cemetery).

• Via Algarviana – sector 7 (Alte-Salir 16.2km) and sector 8 (Alte-São Bartolomeu de 

Messines 19.3km); both sectors start from the Big Fountain.

• Fonte da Benémola, protected landscape (20 minutes’ drive towards Loulé).

• Rocha da Pena, protected landscape (20 minutes’ drive towards Loulé).

• Other walking trails (more information at the Cândido Guerreiro and the Counts of 

Alte Museum).

Tourist experiences
Loulé Criativo (http://loulecriativo.pt/pt/home)

Local Events
Sausage Festival (February); Alte Carnival parade (February); Alte Cultural Week 

(April); 1st May Festivities; Halloween (31st October), Feast of Our Lady of Sorrows 

(September), Alte exhibition of Nativity Cribs (December and January).
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